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Holiday
plans may be upset

Airwest hikes prices, plans fewer flights
Those who thought their holiday travel
plans with Hughes Airwest were all set
may be in for a surprise.
Airwest, the only major airline ser-

vicing the Eureka-Arcata area, is
restructuring and increasing their rates,
changing flight times and reducing the
number of flights in and out of the Arcata-Eureka Airport.

The changes,

which

have

not been

formally announced but were confirmed
Monday by Airwest officials in San

Francisco, affect only flights within
California, including the San FranciscoArcata run. As of Dec. 15 there will no
longer
be a 3:55 p.m. departure or a 3:24
p.m. arrival on weekends, and the 8:20

a.m. and 1:30 p.m. departures will be
changed to 8:35 a.m. and 12:10 p.m.,
respectively. The result is one less flight
on Saturday and Sunday.
The rate increases, which range from
$14 one-way in “business coach’’ to
$15.07 one-way in “‘tourist coach,’’ went
into effect Monday.
The reduction in flights is due to a

shortage

of equipment

(airplanes)

caused by new routes Airwest has
acquired since the Oct.
24 federal
deregulation of the nation’s airlines, Jill

Hoffmann,

public

relations

represen-

tative for Airwest, said in a telephone
interview Monday.
“All the airlines are going through
these changes,”’ she added.

The

new

routes

heavily

traveled

revenue.

‘“‘We

equipment)

to

be

more

“| heard rumors a couple of weeks ago

bring

in

more

but I didn’t think it would be as drastic
as it is,’’ she said.

tend

and
have

to

use

it

(the

where it’s needed,’’ Hoff-

The only competing air service in the

mann said.
A restructuring of the rate classes,
referred to as “capacity control” by
Hoffmann, has also gone into effect.
There were three classes, two of which
(economy and tourist coach) were the
same in cost and service. All classes
were offered on any flight.
The new plan calls for the same rate
for economy, but increases in tourist
and business coach
classes.
Additionally, economy will now be offered
only on the 9:15 flight to San Francisco
and the 7 a.m. flight from San Francisco. There will still be no difference in
service between
the economy
and
tourist coach classes.
“It’s a chintzy way to increase the
fare,’’ Fran Tanner of University Travel
in Arcata, said.
“They can say ‘we’re offering
economy,’ but who comes back from San
Francisco at 7 in the morning?” she
asked.

area is Eureka Aero at Murray Field in
Eureka. Nine-passenger planes fly to
and from San Francisco three times

The schedule changes, just before the
busy holiday season, have caused
problems for local travel agents, who

Arcata-San

FLIGHT TIME

ee

a member of the Arcata Renters Rebate
Committee (ARRC), in a recent interview.
“Basically, this measure is necessary
to insure that Proposition 13 is implemented in the manner that was in-

tended,” he said.

Francisco after Jan. 15, in new planes

agents or Airwest to see if their flight
plans have been changed.
~

Francisco

Departures
as of

8:20 a.m. daily
1:30 p.m. daliy
3:55 p.m. daily

Dec.15
8:35 a.m. daily
12:10 p.m. daily
3:55 p.m. Mon. -

x

Teste
2: 18 a.m. da

el
INCREASES

vice

Present departures

9:

“E

Flynn,

with a 19-passenger capacity.
Those who have purchased Hughes
Airwest tickets should call their travel

CHANGES

erat

Tim

non-stop flights daily to and from San

the same as the new tourist coach rate
on Airwest. The flights stop in Santa
Rosa and Oakland before landing in San

HUGHES
AIRWEST

to

president and general manager of
Eureka Aero, the airline will offer four

each way daily at a cost of $46 one-way,

EA a
"

r
——...

non-stop Arcata-San Pr,

are now faced with the job of informing

ticket holders of new flight times and
cancellations. University Travel alone
has 256 schedule changes, Tanner said.

Economy:
$30.93
Tourist Coach: 30.93

$30.93
46.00

Business Coach: 39.00

$3.00

Renters group initiates rent rebate
to pass on landlords’ tax savings
by Brian Stein
A rent rebate initiative in Arcata to
make landlords pass on savings from
Proposition 13 tax cuts is planned by a
local renters group.
“The true property tax payers must
get some relief,”’ said Kevin Gladstone,

Francisco.
According

The committee gave legal notice of its
intent to circulate petitions on Nov. 2,
with the notice being signed by Paul
Brunno, Michael Burke and Gladstone.
“The reason this is necessary is
because there have been hundreds of
apartments and houses which have not
only been refused Proposition 13
savings, but have suffered rent increases as well,’’ Gladstone said. ‘One
of the major proponents of Proposition

13, the landlords, told us that rents
would be held constant after it.”
i potion began circulation Nov. 23

Ted Loring

and the committee has up to 180 days to
get enough signatures. The city clerk
then has 30 days to examine the
signatures. If more than 15 percent of

Arcata’s

registered

voters

sign

the

petitions, the city council has 10 days to
either adopt the ordinance, or call a

special election within 75-89 days on the
issue. If the petition has less than 15
percent but more than 10 percent, the
council can adopt it or put it on the ballot
for the next regular election.
‘Good chance’
Gladstone said, ‘‘Since over 70 percent
of the people in Arcata are tenants, and

since housing prices are going up at an
astronomical rate, I think it has a good
chance to win.”

The

ARRC

ordinance,

based

Jr., of Hartridge House

Realty, agreed that ‘the basic idea of a
rent rebate is a good one.”
Loring suggested that landlords follow
Gov. Brown's guidelines of freezing the
rents at last year’s level, or passing on

on a

80 percent of the rebate.
Rebate ‘only fair’
“I can see exceptions being made, but
overall, a rent rebate is only fair,” he

said.
The rebate, as proposed by the ARRC,

will take the form of a monthly reduction in rents for one year, beginning
June 1, 1979. Each reduction will amount
to one-twelth of the Proposition 13
property tax savings for each rental
unit. According to the ARRC, landlords
will recieve their new tax bills in

December, so there is ample time for
them to compute their savings and pass
them on to their tenants. If the lan-

dlord’s 1978-79 tax bill is higher than the
previous year, then they are exempt

~

{Continued
on page

model from Davis, Calif., requires that

landlords rebate all of their property tax
savings to tenants, less a four percent

inflation factor and any fee increases ,
such as insurance or taxes.
“It has nothing to do with rent control,’ said Gladstone. ‘It’s only a shorttermed rebate for tenants in Arcata, for
one year.”’
Frank Corcoran of Corcoran Realty
said that the idea of a rent rebate ‘‘is a
good one. Most realtors will go along

with it. Brokers will go for a 50-80 percent rebate, but they don’t want 100
percent because of increases in insurance and other costs.’’

f Correction
Last week’s front page story
concerning a proposal for an
Arcata Plaza gazebo contained an
error. The Arcata Parks and
Recreation Commision approved
only the Chamber of Commerce’s

effort to revitalize the downtown
area. There was no approval of a
gazebo proposal — there is no

specific proposal at this time.

ail
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‘Marina project funding

established in perpetuity on the undeveloped portion of Woodley Island to
the mean low water line.
—That restrictions of public entry to
that portion of the island which is

i set for final approval

maintained as a wildlife habitat must be
maintained.

—That
The marina has been the subject of

by Elaina Cox

Final approval for the funding of the
Woodley Island Marina project is
to take place on Dec. 11 by the
scheduled
secretary

assistant

of commerce,

the

Economic Development Administration
announced Nov. 21.

Harbor
CUSTOM SEWING © | Harbor
aATIN

KE

the $5

million asked for by the Humboldt Bay

DESIGNER, APPAREL
ai

said it will supply

The EDA

Conservation

Recreation and

The district has already

$3.2 millon loan from

received

a

the California

Department of Navigation and Ocean

Baby Print

Development.

Wrap Dress
$36.00

as the Sierfa Club oppose the project for

—That

acquire

environmental reasons.
James Gast, president of the district,
said Friday that he had received no
official announcement from the EDA

Ths dread

must

regulate

district

must

15 to 20 off-site acres

the

to be

restored

to

harbor

full tidal

action

to

com-

pensate for the loss of the marsh land,
riparian habitat.
and ats
intertidal mudfl

it,

ot

Ceres

district

the study of that portion of the island not
in the development.

much controversy because groups such

Tegarding the funding at that time.

the

educational and scientific uses to limit

The Californie Coastal Commission
Must approve the site.

requires that several conditions be met 4,the"Heexpiration
Project isofscheduled
to begin upon
a 15-day period after

ord
in n order
for the district to use the funds.

the EDA’s, announcement.

The conditions are:
—That

a

The completion date is set for the

be

habitat

wildlife

| summer 1981.

Lights out for Arcata saves money
by Teresa Madison

Proposition 13 may put Arcata in the

dark.
The Arcata City Council will be
holding a public hearing Dec. 6 to
discuss turning off street lights in

|
\)

areas. Several other moneyresidential
saving proposals will also be discussed,
Mayor

Hauser and City Manager

Dan

Roger Storey said in recent interviews.

a

If the council decides to turn off the

UREKA 442-2816 /

lights after a ten-day study following the

meeting,

lights

will remain

on

in

Hauser and Storey said if the lights

business areas as well as on main

streets and well-traveled arterials.

Storey said neighborhood residents
‘‘would not be left in the dark. Pacific
imen .
pete fi ss

cost residents an estimated $3-6
— would
per household per month

are turned off in residential areas, the

city would have an
$24,000-40,000 each
Storey said other
are
neo

weed-removal projects and
sweeping,
street patching.

f

“There

is no documented

estimated:savings of
year.
areas considered for
reductions in street

Also to be discussed at the Dec. 6

evidence

meeting are fee increases for use of city
building facilities and recreational
programs, Storey said.

that neighborhood street lights are
crime deterrents,” Storey said. ‘‘The
lights provide a feeling of security.”

~
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Arcata ballpark construction held up again
“They make

by Russell T. Betts

The Sierra Club and the Audubon
Society have appealed a Nov. 9 decision
of the Regional Coastal Commission for
the

construction

of an

Arcata

for the construction of the ball park.”
The Florence Nelson Foundation will
donate the $50,000 but the name of the

it sound like we do not

want an alternative. I have been involved with the little league 15 years.

land

For 11 years I have been looking for a
The three sites are owned by the
Brizard Corp. Woods said Brizard is not
willing to sell portions of the other two
sites.

League ball park next to the Highway
Patrol office on Samoa Boulevard.
“The Sierra Club for years has been
trying to hold the line on the development of lands between Arcata and
Eureka,” Lucille Vinyard, chairperson
of the Redwood Chapter of the Sierra
Club, said.

purchaser

is

at

this

time

to purchase from Brizard and donate the

Woods said the creation of the ball

land to the little league and there is

park would give every child wishing to
play a chance to be on a team.

another party willing to donate $50,000

“The

The construction of a ball park would

divide a 51-acre parcel into two parcels
of six acres and 45 acres. The average
parcel size in that area is approximately

Society stated that ‘the ball park might
for further

sites, one on a 30-acre parcel east of U.S.
101 and north of Samoa Boulevard and
the other a 100-acre lot west of U.S. 101
and south of Samoa Boulevard, have

He said the land to the south of Arcata
Woods said the action taken by the
Sierra Club and the Audubon Society has
been bad for their community relations.
Few representatives
“I’ve had phone calls from committee
members who were outraged by what is
going on in their organizations,’’ Woods
said.
He claims that a few representatives
in the organizations are making the
decisions for a lot of people who are in
favor of the park.
Vinyard said that according to the
Coastal Act, only uses dependent on
environmentally sensitive lands are
allowed to use such areas.
She quoted the Audubon
Society
saying, ‘‘Wildlife habitat depends on this
area; the ball park does not.”’

sense to put the ball park on the west
side of U.S. 101 immediately south of
Samoa Boulevard.
“They would have to put the project
before us before we could approve it,’”’
Vinyard said, ‘‘but we would consider it
more acceptable.
“We tried our best to work with them
and to tell them where it could be
located so there would not be an appeal.’’
No other place
Commissioner of the Arcata Midget-

Babe Ruth Little League, Art Woods,
changed is simple.
place to put it.”

has
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able to play

is rated ‘‘agricultural three’’ which is of
little grazing value.

been approved by the Sierra Club and
the Audubon Society.
Vinyard said it would make more

the location

be

boundary is wetlands. Regardless of
where the ball park was located, it
would be put on wetlands.
“By going north, we take prime
agricultural land,’’ Woods added.

commission staff’s
for two alternative

ball park

should

in critically short supply on a statewide
basis.”
Woods said that 90 percent of Arcata’s

park is not dependent on the location and
that there has been a failure to consider

‘“‘The reason

kids

tion of valuable wetland habitat that is

The letter went on to say that the ball

little league

the

location, ‘‘would result in th® destruc-

leap-frog type development.”’

said,

stop

Woods said he is very aware of the

development in the area.
In a Nov. 9 letter to the Regional
Coastal Commission, the Audubon

the alternatives.
The regional
recommendation

would

opposition’s point-of-view and he does
not consider it valid.
“They want to see us move the site
across the freeway to stop industrial
growth.
Wetland boundary
A U‘S. Department of Fish and Game
letter to the regional commission said
the ball park, if constructed at this

99 acres.
Vinyard said that to allow that lot split
to occur would set a precedent that
would lead to future lot splits and

well be the opening wedge

16. That

regardless of their ability. If they show
up and want to play they should be able
to.
“The sight by the Highway Patrol
office is beautiful. It is out of the
residential areas where we have been
having problems with dust. It is in the
middle of the community, and it is easily
accessible.”’ he added.

compete with businesses for it.
More can play

Woods said, ‘‘There is a party willing

have

league from having to cut kids. Out of
the 130 kids who try out we have to cut
out about 60 who would like to play,”
Wood said.

anonymous.
;
Woods said the donation of land is just
what the little league needs because of
the rising cost of land and an inability to

ball park site,”” Woods said.
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Editori

Yes, we have
no bananas!
If you’re of the opinion that Humboldt
County airline service stinks, you may be
surprised to find out that the stench is about to
become even more rancid.
Hughes Airwest, or as some call it, Airworst, has enjoyed a monopoly on service to and

Eureka-Arcata

the

from

Airlines
Without

area

United

since

flew out for good several
any competition and with

years ago.
the recent

federal deregulation of the airlines, Airwest is
free to rip off the North Coast passenger anyway
it sees fit.
It has seen fit in several ways.

First, with only 16 days until the halls of
HSU are boarded up for the holidays, and with
solid
booked
flights
holiday
the
of
all
(predominantly with students), the ‘‘flying
banana”

airline

has

quietly

peeled

two

off

flights and rescheduled
weekend
regular
the two daily departure times.
Second, as of last Monday, Airwest raised
its rates on the San Francisco-Arcata run, as
well as on other intra-state routes.
Third, to add insult to injury, Airwest has
restructured its rate plan. They call it ‘‘capacity
control.’ That’s a euphemism for a method of
milking us suckers for every cent they can get.
It involves offering economy class fares, the
most inexpensive, on only those flights least
traveled, in the Arcata case the 9:15 p.m.
departure and the 7:55 a.m. arrival. Both of
these flights, according to local travel agents,
lack convenient connections in San Francisco,
making them even less desirable. A new class,
“tourist coach,” virtually the same as economy
service-wise, is what’s available on the other
flights, along with the most-expensive ‘business
The
coach” class.
economy and tourist

The

whole

only difference between
is a profitable $15.07.

situation

has

wreaked

havoc

amongst the area’s travel agents who must now

attempt to get in touch with everyone whose
flight has been changed or cancelled. A lot of
disgruntled Arcata passengers will be littering
the airport lobby after finding either that they
have tickets for a flight that isn’t or they can’t
Francisco
in San
their connections
make
has been
time
e
because their Arcata departur
changed. Some way to start a vacation.
Airwest’s reason for the changes? Profit.
Along with the Oct. 24 deregulation came more
routes

for the airline, routes that have

route

and

proven

more profitable than the San Francisco-Arcata
run. To make more money they will raise the
Arcata rates, take a couple of jets off the local
put

them

to work

on

where the return will be greater.
the American way.
But such a move,

another

one

Heck, that’s

right before the

holiday

rush, is indicative of Hughes’ total disregard for
its North Coast customers and again painfully
proves the need for the return of a competing
airline in this area.
it’s time we let our discontent be known, to
Airwest, the Federal Aviation Administration,
other West Coast airlines and anyone else who
might listen. We've been getting the shaft of the
banana for too long.
—BSA

| Iettezs to the editor
some

woman

had

called

in

|

What has happened to the old

Editor:
I am writing in response to a

because there is at least a two-

KHSU of years past? Jazz, it
seemed, was set aside for a
mellow-out time of day. Now it’s
on everytime I turn on the damn

hour block of jazz on every
Monday through Thursday, and

and roll set aside now for Friday

all the
quarter.

on the weekends there is always

Jazzed

requesting

out

letter in last week’s issue about
on

some

jazz.

This person must never have her
radio

jazz

to hear

KHSU

this

I am so glad someone spoke
up! While listening to a really
great rock show on KHSU
Saturday, the DJ mentioned that

on

during

the

week

a little jazz to be had at one time
or another. There is a 12-hour
block of supposed jazz on

Tuesday from 2 p.m. to 2 a.m.,
according to_ the schedule.

Editorial

The firing line

radio! Why is the bulk of rock
and Saturday? If we must have
jazz on every weekday, how
about cutting it down to a two or
three hour maximum? And I
don’t mean at prime time every
y.
I would like to commend DJs
Stella Blue, Russ Cole, Ken
Perkins, Humboldt Hunt, Winsor

Orrick and Arcata Slim. I hope
we can hear more of them at
different times next quarter.
Elaine L. Leppeck
Arcata

Monday’s

assassinations

of San

Francisco

Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey

Milk have brought out the usual cries for some
kind of gun control legislation. Such pleas are to
be expected after a sensational and horrible
crime is committed. To be equally expected is

te lumberjack,
Staff

the fact that the pleas will die as time clouds our
memories.

Although polis consistantly show a large
favor gun control
majority of Americans
Association, one
Rifle
l
Nationa
the
legislation,
lobbies in the
rich
and
l
of the most powerfu

nation, is almost always successful in buying the

votes necessary to stop it.
Studies have shown that a handgun kept in

the home for protection is more likely to kill a
loved one than a criminal. You’re safer with a
brick.

One of the NRA’s favorite slogans is ‘‘Guns
don’t kill people, people kill people.’’ You can’t
disagree with that. But people use guns to kill
people. I’d rather take my chances against a
hurled

a fired bullet any day.

brick than

George Moscone probably would’ve too.
PYEEWMLEB

AS
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,.. More
letters
Turn

derstand

why

the

degree

inex-

preciate,

It seems that when one focuses
on
obvious
differences,
similarities become somewhat
difficult to recognize.
But in

I do not feel that any one
audience is being favored and I
would be very displeased if jazz
programming were reduced.
There is a handy little switch on
every radio, one which I use
every Friday afternoon.
It’s
called an ‘‘off switch’’ and I urge
Ms. Geller to locate and use it
when she feels overjazzed.
Mark Bowers

to

An

encoder

communicates

by Tom Fuller
sophomore, communication studies
(journalism, that is)
I was an electronics technician in the Navy for four
years, which put me in a position to appreciate the use of

jargon.

The communications officer knew nothing of electronics. He would ask me why I wasn’t swabbing decks.

“The frammestat on the therblig is ready to go,’’ I'd say
with an air of quiet assurance. “If you want it to work, I'll

have to nurse this baby ‘til we hit port.”
In such a manner I evaded work for four years.
Being such an accomplished goldbrick, it is easy for me

to detect double-talk when I see it. I was amused when I saw
it proliferate throughout the social sciences. In fields such as
sociology and economics it serves two purposes.
Years of conscientious study

senior, resource planning
and interpretation

First, it convinces the public that years of conscientious
study are required to understand the issues the pseudo-

Thanks

professionals are talking about. This insures that they won’t
get any back talk from the public they are trying to

voters

manipulate.
Editor:
I want to thank the voters of
the 2nd Senatorial District and
particularly the many tireless

supporters of my candidacy for
their confidence in me as expressed Nov. 7.
This district, stretching from

the Golden Gate to the Oregon
Border, is challenging and
complex and I intend to devote
all of my energy for the next four
years to fulfilling the trust its
voters have placed in me.
Barry Keene
senator-elect

2nd District

Similarities
Editor:
The following comments are
directed toward the Nov. 15

article dealing with minority enrollment:
I'd like

somehow

to think

that

Second, the use of jargon is very helpful in masking
one’s confusion. If you are forced to explain a problem, it is
much better for your self-esteem to rattle off a couple of
highly technical hypotheses that might bear on the problem
than to say ‘‘I don’t know.”
As I say, I find this trend amusing. At least I did until I
enrolled in two beginning journalism courses.
Piercing through the heart
Journalism is a craft dedicated to explaining issues of
varying complexity to a large number of people. It involves
asking questions, trying to pierce through to the heart of
evasive answers and setting down in a direct and forceful
manner the information that has been garnered. Simple,
yes?
I was surprised, therefore, when I began encountering
terms like ‘“‘masscom, interpersonal communication, interposed communication, message understandability, information processing,’’ ad nauseum. Each of these terms
can be quickly and easily explained in plain English.
The use of these terms is destined, if not designed, to
create a schism between the members of the press and
everybody else. I hope it doesn’t catch on, for not only would
it reduce the extent to which journalists are accountable, but
jargon might spread like an infectious disease to areas such

as garbage collecting (solid waste disposal) and housework
(domestic engineering).

Maybe it’s already too late.

we’re

all caught up in the

same situation, and that our
differences are more differences
of degree than of kind.
It is difficult for me to un-
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build

til Thanksgivin

from

the stump

Phyllis
Geller’s
anti-jazz
polemic in last week's issue of
The Lumberjack.

1978 The

acknowledging,

Debi Kang-Dean
freshman, philosophy

View

Editor:
I would like to take issue with

KHSU can only serve the
needs of one audience (i.e. jazz
lovers,
rock-n-roll
lovers,
classical lovers, etc.) at one
time. Members of the other
audiences may
or may
not
choose to listen while another
audience is being served.

after

our differences than
walls with them.

seeing beyond such differences,

off

29,

the possibilities of friendship
based on interest rather than on
need are endless.
How much better to ap-

volved in the plight of minority
students means more than the

isolation and struggle
perienced by all students.

Nov.

The ‘‘View from the stump” column is intended to be a
forum for wide-ranging ideas and opinion. Readers are
invited to climb up on the stump and offer their opinions,
typewritten, double-spaced and no longer than three pages.
Please include the same information requested for letters.

by Sean Kearns
I’m sorry, there’s been a mistake.

Thanks

to a department

store wizard,

a Cincinnati

newspaper and a Democratic president, we celebrated
Thanksgiving last Thursday.
But it shouldn’t have happened. Thanksgiving was
originally scheduled for tomorrow, the last Thursday of the
month. However, in 1939, like 1978, the last Thursday fell on
Nov. 30, cutting into the gravy of the Christmas season at an

Ohio department store.
So with the nation still hobbling along the Road

to

Recovery with it’s New Deal crutches, a young retail buck
suggested shoving Thanksgiving up a week.
His reasoning? As Americans followed Macy’s parade
to the check-out counter, businesses could begin the harvest

of Christmas Club accounts a week early, something to
really be thankful for. Paraded by the Cincinnati Enquirer
and chambers of commerce from the redwood forests to the
Gulf Stream waters, Franklin Roosevelt gave the final
blessing, or curse as it has come to be.
Tomorrow is the day!
Since Thanksgiving shouldn’t have been tampered with
just to hear a cash register ring louder and longer, I’ll
pretend FDR never stuck his finger in the pie. As far as I’m
concerned, so help me Miles Standish, tomorrow is
Thanksgiving.
Last Thursday was just the start of a peculiar four-day
weekend, with a fancy dinner and football games.
Tomorrow I’ll concentrate on grateful reflections.
Some folks won’t believe me since I bitch more than a
drill sergeant with a hangover, but no one needs to call my
attention to the cornucopia of health, wealth and friends to
be thankful for. At the risk of sounding like an Academy
Award winner, I’ll begin my parade of thank-yous, with
occasional flanks of sobriety:
Thank ye, thank ye
—Despite book industry reports that almost half the
people in our country never read a book, it’s heartening to
know man’s best friend is still outside HSU’s library waiting
for a sequel to “‘Old Yeller” (a good name for a subtle shade
of sidewalk grey).
—Sure it’s a drag the University Police are raising
parking fines from a $2 enema to a $5 hemorrhoid, but
thanks to A&MRTS, the UPD can keep its respective pains
in the hiney. I'll rest mine in the back of the bus by a window.
—Thanks to a good friend for a solid rock of advice:
“Take everything in moderation . . .even moderation.”
—Of course, none of this would be possible if it weren’t
for World War II wrapping my parents up in a Hawaiian
romance that somehow resulted in me.
Lessons still there
—Thanks Mom, for all the reminders to ‘‘be discreet’’
and ‘don’t procrastinate.’’ Like the scar under my
mustache, you may not notice them anymore, but the
lessons are still there. Thanks Dad for not locking your
drawer full of socks and handkerchiefs. I’ll get you some
more for Christmas.
—I could thank everyone from a journalism professor to
an old romance for providing parental care at one time or
another, but it would take all the shopping days before
Christmas to do it. Which brings me to an idea for a
Christmas lay-away plan.

Since a long weekend is hardly time to shake a drumstick at all our blessings, let’s just shove Christmas back a
few weeks and take a bit more time reflecting on our good
fortune, before spending it on things we don’t need.

How about the Sunday before the Super Bowl? Besides,
the way Christmas has gone from white to green in the last

TI CKED OFF?

four score of fiscal quarters,what other pseudo-events would
make a better couplet for ‘“‘The Holiday Season?”

Opinions expressed in The Lumberjack are those of the authors,
and

are

not

necessarily

those

of

the

paper,

the

university,

the

Associated Students or anyone else.
Tne Lumberjack is published Wednesdays during the school
year, breaks excepted. Students receive the paper free of charge at
campus newsstands. Mail subscriptions are $1.50 per quarter and $1
for each additional quarter.
The Lumberjack is funded through advertising revenue, the
Associated Students and the HSU journalism department
Advertising rates are available on request at 826-3259 or in The
Lumberjack office.

Don’t just stand there and shout.
Put your pen where your mouth is!

Writea
cree

letter to he

lumberjack editor

Questions or comments should be addressed to the editor. The
deadline for letters is noon Friday before publication. Letters MUST
be typed, double-spaced, no longer than two pages and signed with
the author's name, major and class standing if a student, title and
department if faculty or administration member. and town if a
community resident. Deadline for guest opinions is 5 p.m. Wednesday. Maximum length is three pages.
Items submitted for publication are subject to editing.
Letters and guest opinions may be mailed to or left at The
Lumber ask office, Nelson Hall 6 (basement), or deposited in The
Lumberjack
box located inside the entrance of the HSU Library.
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Music student captivates audience
by Mikki Hyland

why they work so well,” she said, ‘is
that love is such a human experience.”
Some of the most stirring songs she
sang that evening
were those which she

A blend of “folksy-country-westernblues” was the type of music which
captured HSU student Sarah Maninger’s
audience at a recent Youth Educational
Services benefit concert in the
Rathskeller.
With the soft hue of the stagelights
streaming across her guitar, Sarah's
fingers danced upon the strings while
her voice rang smoothly and clearly
throughout the room.
During

the

course

of her

had written herself.
‘Music serves as my main source of

two-hour

performance, Sarah sat comfortably on
a wooden chair, periodically stopping to

Chip Cookie
only 35°

my life, she said.”
One song which especially seems to
reflect Sarah’s sensitivity toward life is
entitled, ‘‘Billy’s Song.”’
She said, “This song is about a
childhood companion of mine who
recently committed suicide.
‘‘Not knowing how else to deal with his
death, I picked up my guitar, and wrote
always

trying

to clarify

outlet,”’ she added.
The slender, blond-haired sophomore

said she first came to Humboldt County
because
she liked the area, and soon
found her way to the music department
at HSU.
This year, Sarah is taking classical

Nervousness good

“That nervousness is good though,”
she said, “because it keeps me alert.
After I start playing, then all that
energy flows into my music and helps
my performance.”’
On this particular evening, Sarah sang
a variety of songs, many of which
depicted tales of love, loneliness and
uncertainty.

Sarah Maninger, sophmore music major
appears often in clubs around town.
Her style of music is a self-described
“folksy -- country — western

— blues.”

“One reason why love songs exist and

singing lessons, a different type of
singing than she is accustomed to.
“T’m not about to limit myself to just
one type of music.
“I've really begun to appreciate
different styles of music, and now I’m
trying to apply what I’ve learned from
them to my own contemporary style,”
she said.
In addition to guitar, Sarah also plays
her own pieces on the piano, and occasionally

plays
the flute and dulcimer.

‘“‘Music gives me a high,’’ she said.
“It’s something which I can’t get away
from; I guess I’m addicted.’’
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personal experiences and questions in

“I’m

Her ability to perform well before an
audience stems from a lot of past exto singing in public.
“I’ve been doing performances in
frontof people since I was 10 years old,”
said the 19-year-old music major.
In high school, Sarah had a job singing
at a Los Angeles restaurant.
She said that although she has had
that experience performing, she still
gets a bit nervous just before she goes on

A Good Cup

communication with myself and with
other people.
“I base a lot of my songs on my own

a song for him.
Music an outlet

share her thoughts with the audience.

~
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Political Science, the Northcoast Center

Tanner will focus on an historical
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Studies

forums
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the California

and possible impact on the county. He

of the California Council for the
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has

in the exchangeof
of colleagues
opinions
criticism and ideas.’ White is an

Humanities in Public Policy.
In response to Partain’s letter, White

Sensing and Technology Transfer
of social and
Projectat HSU in the areas

related that it was

tuous of you (Partain) to think that you
know who my friends are, since you do

with
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e
philosophy of science is
the
background discussant James Derden,

In an interview, Partain said he
thought the participants in the first
forum and those planned for the six
other forums ‘‘just seemed like a poor

not even know me. You do owe me an
apology.”
Partain said he would attend the next
forum.
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12:00 Jack and Jills Square Dance called
by Joe & Carol Saltel.
12:30 Church of the Nazarene,
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Dickens’ Characters from the Ferndale

Little Theatre Strolling
Church of the Nazarene Teenage Choir
caroling

‘‘Mary Had

a Little Lamb’’, director Jerry Doyle.
1:00 H.S-U. Concert Choir, directed by
Dr. Barlow
1:30 SANTA ARRIVES by horse and
carriage with free candy canes for
all the kids.

Pictures with Santa

2:00 College of the Redwoods Stage

at SANTA’S

Singers, director Nelson Enns.
2:30 Humboldt Hoedowners, director Mrs.
Carrico.

3:00 ‘‘Nutcracker’’ by Redwood Ballet Co.,

directed by Virginia Niekrasz.
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Small

English professor William

to the letter because
Travis responded

sent

President Alistair Mc-

r
f

:

The

us that much,” he said.

s
a

Remote

the NASA
;

a we

on

“rather presump-

associate professor in political science
and language studies.
of people’
‘‘Poor choice

the

@§

assessmentof the three major stages of

McCrone on the subject. McCrone is a

White

i

in Humboldt
Automation

of

Department

of

part

is

“It

Partain.

of

academic affairs, Je Don Emenhiser,
dean of behavioral and social sciences,

:

William Tanner and William Daniel,

professors

is co-

by

for Policy

Crone, Milton Dobkin, vice president for

‘_

com-

to respect the
professional responsibility

copies to HSU

-_-.

on

science, respectively, will be panelists
at the next discussion.

sponsored

professor at

technology

technological growth in the United
States, the automation stage of this
development, and how it relates to
Humboldt County.
Daniel will analyze space technology

following

-

held Monday at 8 p.m. in the Arcata City
Council chambers.

honest

of

Council for the Humanities in Public
Policy, which contributed the $6,000
grant.
No word from president
White said he has not heard from

Partain

-

more concerned with dividing up the
$6,000 grant money with friends than
an

impact

munity? What are our choices?” will be

HSU and has spent the past two summers travelingin the People’s Republic
of China.
“I was surprised to see a member of
the faculty behave that way,” White
said

‘-

the

making

Lumberiaci

The next forum, entitled ‘Technology,
Employment and Community: What is

and

renew and continue the discussion of

coordinator of the forums.

;

knowledgeable

competent scientists from forums three

with

Partain

to Robert White,
propaganda, according

s

of

and four, I am convinced that you are

this

held earlier

first forum,

The

omission

THe

we have to go to where the people are,”’
he said.

political science department.
The letter said, in part, ‘‘After noting

ployment Policy” forums will continue.

1978

member suggested moving the forums
off campus to make them more accessible.
“If we want to reach the community,

plus Frank Jewett,
professor
of
economics, and John Travis, chair of the

the first installment,
Perspectives on Unem-

79

discuss issues as discussed before. It is
to provide new ways to discuss the
unemployment problem — not the
traditional proposals,” Travis said .
According to White, a community

to reach the community
arose from
“Humanistic

Nov.
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Rebate

to reduce rent
being required to disclose to tenants the
expenses that require such increases.
Gladstone said that the initiative was
fair without being watered down.
“We aren’t trying to rip anyone off.
We put in clauses to make sure the
landlords would not be financially

(Continued from front page)

from the ordinance.
“We're just creating an additional
right for tenants,’’ Gladstone said. ‘“The
landlords have just gone too far.”
If the initiative were to pass, tenants

would be able to sue, seek injunctive
relief or withhold % of their rent— the
approximate portion that goes to pay the

property tax — until the landlord passes
on the tax savings. Landlords would be

from

barred

evictions

retaliatory

dlords would also be prevented from
raising rents above legitimate amounts

Spinning
Basketry

ae

Batik

Handwoven items
The business reliability review ‘‘gives

by Katy Muldoon

business a chance to respond as well,”

Someone, somewhere is always being
“ripped-off,”’ but now HSU students
have access to a service which may help

prevent such mishaps.
Paul Cossman, director of the Con-

POTTERY
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INDIA GAUZE
CLOTHING

BEDSPREADS
GOURMET FOODS

LANTERNS
INCENSE
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WICKER FURNITURE
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&
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review” which is available for public
study.
The review is a forum where people

can complain about or compliment local

businesses and services for the benefit

.

of other consumers.
Cossman said in a recent interview
that

Too-

-Tovs
a

many

people

don’t

know

who

to

contact when they are “ripped-off’’ by

ae

“i oe
,

) Wa eu

sumer Information Advocate (a Youth
Educational
Service program),
has
introduced a ‘business reliability

5
i
& E Eureka & on the Plaza, in Arcata

ist

rejecting it by less than 100 votes.

YES introduces program
for consumers benefit

322 Fitth Street, Eureka,

Knitting

five to one.
Four similar initiatives were on the
Nov. 7 ballot in California. Only in

Berkeley did it pass, with Santa Cruz

in attempts to re-coup the tax savings by

Weaving

The measure won easily in Davis, 57 to
43 percent, on Nov. 7, though opponents
of the ordinance (mostly landlords and

developer groups) outspent proponents

against tenants who attempt to enforce
their rights under the ordinance. Lan-

The Weelmark

harmed by this,” he said.

he said. It is basically a listing of consumer
complaints
and _ recommendations along with responses from
various businesses involved.
In addition to this listing, the Consumer Information Advocate recently
completed a transportation survey and
will do a food price survey within the
next month.
Cossman, a senior geography major,
said the program is a ‘“‘solo effort at this
point’ and that volunteers are needed.
Information on the program or the
service it provides is available at YES
(House 51) or by calling Cossman at 8263340.

businesses.
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Chairman works for environmental issues
happen,” she said.

by Robin Wiest

“John Muir would scream and holler
at what’s gone on. We certainly don’t
have the same face on this earth as when

he was alive.”
So says Lucille Vinyard, chairman of
the redwood chapter of the Sierra Club,
a volunteer position. Notorious for her
involvement

in environmental

issues,

she gives the impression that if John
Muir

can't

be here

to

“scream

and

holler,” she’ll try to fill the bill.
At a recent interview, Vinyard

said

her prime interest is in proper land-use

Vinyard’s home at Moonstone Beach
is strewn with bulletins, newsletters and
magazines, bookshelves line the walls,
and her upstairs conservation room
harbors several fat files stacked on top
of each other.
Vinyard said she has little time for her
favorite preoccupation, backpacking,
but she does it whenever she can.

Her

other

have

included:

painting from photographs, swimming,

skiing and golfing in competition,
skating,

“Decisions
made
now
are s0
meaningful for future generations. We
have to try to think ahead and plan for
the future. We should have learned from
past mistakes,’’ she said.
The Sierra Club’s objective is to
protect, preserve and restore natural
resources and maintain a liveable
habitat, she said.

hobbies

snows!

hoeing,

hunting,

fishing

ice

and

“I enjoy life. I like doing things. I

could stay at home and wash dishes, but
what would I get out of it?”’ she asked.
“There’s so much to see and do, and
there are those that are old at age 20.

They don’t give themselves a chance,
explore their capabilities.”
Vinyard grew up on a non-working
ranch in Santa Cruz. A “depression
child,”

she could not afford

to go to

college and helped support the family
making 50 cents an hour for secretarial
work. She did attend the Academy of
Advertising
Art in San Francisco for two
years, however.
Married at 22, she moved to Yukon,

Alaska

with

her

husband.

National Park was brought fp.

She became more involved. A Sierra
Club exploratory expedition took
Vinyard down the Colorado river

issues,

through the Grand Canyon in a rowboat.
It was an investigation on the effects a
massive dam project would have on the

Vinyard says she is ‘‘pretty much outfront” and has been subject to some
harrassment.
the

scapegoat

or

the

park.

Sierra

Katherine

Club’s the scapegoat, rather,” she said.
Once before a public agency

Army air force, but she was a

newlywed and her husband said he
didn’t
want to have to go to Africa
to see
her.
Club introduction
Vinyard came to Humboldt County in
1953. Widowed when her first husband

Vinyard was introduced to the Sierra
Club through a friend of her husband
and became interested when the
possibility of establishing Redwood

fishpond or bulldozing someone’s yard.
Many times it’s just a matter of
referring callers to the person they
really need to be talking to.

“I’m

women’s

1960

Vinyard said she handles all types of

controversial

aS

truck.
She said she had wanted to fly in the

William Vinyard, a botany professor, in

phone calls, be it someone wrecking a

in

———

suffered a heart attack, she married Dr.

Handles phone calls

Active

Vinyard

worked as a stenographer for a small
refinery that produced wartime experimental aviation gasoline. She transferred to Nome, Alaska and later went
home via a slow ship traveling in
Japanese submarine waters for 13 days.
“You kind of learn to live with it. If
your number’s up, it’s up. You can slip
in the bathtub or die at sea,’’ she said.
Later Vinyard did mention that she

Hepburn

was

no

more

excited as she ‘‘rode the rapids” in the

(which

Vinyard found very inappropriate) she

African Queen than Lucille Vinyard was
as she told of the experience going down

was referred to as ,‘‘.. . that lady from
Trinidad, a Mrs. Barnyard, I think.’’
“TI believe in the club’s goals. I don’t

it.”
“We

the Colorado just as ‘Major Powell did

like to hassle anybody. It’s better to talk
things over in advance and avoid confrontation, but if it’s neccessary in the

public arena, this is where it will have to

WHAT CAN YOU
GET OUT OF
LEARNING TO
BELLY DANCE?
It’s sort of like

a course to learn graceand
style.
. it’s sort of like an
exercise class to spot-reduce
those funny areas.
. .and
it’s definitely a challenging
task to learn a dance form
that’s different from
most
others.
If you want to learn a unique
type
of
rhythmic
selfexpression that will stay with
you

always,

explore

saw

the world’s most

as far as survival. Sunset

magazine’s

most glorious display could never be as
beautiful, she said.

Lucille Vinyard

H.S.U. Professor Emeritus

Dr.

Homer

Balabanis

will autograph
his new

book

belly

dancing.
A new series of 8-week-long
classes starts mid-Janua-y in
both Arcata and Eureka. So
register right now to be sure of
getting the class time of your
choice.
What can you get out of
learning to belly dance? A
great deal. Even if you’ve .
never danced before. Explore
your self-expression now. Call
Melanie
and
pre-register
today.

MELANIE KAREEM SCHOOL OF DANCE
P.O. Box 298 Eureka, CA. 95521

822-2665 _

glorious

scenery. We were completely on our own

with calligraphy &
illustrations by

Lenore Cady

Thursday, Nov. 30, 1:00-4:00
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Holiday Faire
SALE
BOOK
of the gigantic

a small sampling

selection of bargains!
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Nearly
Photos ond illus., Over 440 in Full Color. Magnificently illus. history of
the world’s greatest buildings pictures ond exploins mon's finest or-

z

163020.
THE COMPLETE WORKS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE.
28 ius. |
iously bound
let
edition
@ every word
thet Shakespeare wrote--all 37 tragedies, comedies ond histories, plus
the

mmowt famous breeds ore inc.

Extra. Value Import Only $5.98

240106.
THE FIRST DICTIONARY. Neorly 700 Color illus A child's
first ond mos? important reference book. Definitions and examples for
254220.

THE

COMPLETE

WORK

OF

RAPHAEL.

Over 925 ilius.,

Incl. 49 Full Color Photos. Gorgeous vol. fully explores the artwork of

this High Renaissance genius. Raphoel achieved universal fame for his
paintings, drawings and architecture. Eight of Italy's leading scholors

over

Helps

1000

words

belonging

to the Core

Vocabulary

of the language

children to learn the essential skill of using the alphabet

also helps them relate to spelling,

.

meonings and u
7

Specie!

221756
Full Color

ee
wm

aa

oe, ee

ote

or

exquisite

—o

woterc

S
by

and

renowned artist lists over 700 flowers ond their secret meanings, such

Only $3.98
r

flowers by Burns, Wordsworth, Shelley, Keats, etc. Facsimile of the
1884 edition, which now sells for hundreds of dollars, 4% x 5%

8%

eit

138611.

dren's tole illus. in full color with “pop-up” moving figures. Ages 3-6

505738.

7%

Munson. 1500 Full Color illus. Over 40 experts—writers, photogra
phers ond artists—worked as a team to moke this vol. the most
e complete and beautiful
i
i
aviation book ever produced.
Since
most ore
pilots, oircraft designers and technicians, accuracy was assured.
Records every aspect of flight from man's first myths and attempts to

ae

ne

Illus, Incl. BO Full Color Photos. Complete, authoritative ond beoutitul
vol. is the definite presentation of the great master's work. Written by

x 10%

Spectacular

Value

Only

$1.49

KO7079.
Feiry Tele Pop-Ups: SNOW WHITE. illus. in Full Color
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs leap off the pages in this
wonderful edition filled with tull color pop-ups. 10% x 7%. Ages 3-6
Pub.

ot

$2.95.

Onty

$1.49

Special Velve Only $1.98

WISTORY OF AVIATION.

moon walks, from Do
left out, incl. shows,

Vinci to Sir Barnes Wollis. Literally nothing was
air mail, aircraft carriers, multi-engined croft,

flying clubs, helicopters,
13%. Pub. at $30.00

one of the world's foremost Rembrandt authorities who has combined
impeccable scholarship with o lucid style. Gives a complete exominotion of the artist and his world offering a startling imagine of
Rembrandt's
life and art. The book was thirty years in the making in
Amsterdam, and is lavishly illustrated in block ond white and
i$
full color. 11 x 14%. Orig. Pub. at $60.00.
Only $29.95

Ed. by J.W.R. Taylor & K

jets,

rockets,

oerial

warfare,

more.
Only

9/2 x
$17.95

239485.
A TREASURY OF PETER RABBIT AND OTHER STORIES.
By Beotrix Potter. 135 Full Color illus. Splendid edition, looded with
the fomed Potter drawings, contains tales of Peter Rabbit and his
extraordinary friends—Squirrel Nutkin, Benjamin Bunny, Two Bod
Mice, Hunko Munka, Tom Thumb, more. Beloved by children and
adults the world over.
New, complete
ed. Only $3.98

105233. American Heritage Picture His
of WORLD WAR I
By C.l. Sulzberger. 720 Mlus., 92 in Full Color. The largest, most
inclusive single-volume history of the war ever published! The full
drama and tragedy of the mightiest conflict of all time, revealed
in hundreds of
great pictures (many never before published) and
@ superb, 150,000 word narrative by the Pulitzer Prize-winning
journalist. 610 pages. 9x 11. Pub. at $20.00
Only $12.98
242133.

THE

ARTHUR

RACKHAM
FAIRY

BOOK.

Over

70 illus,

Some in Full Color. Charming collection of best loved fairy toles
lovingly illus. by one of the world’s greotest illustrators. Incl. Jock and
the Beanstalk, Cinderella, Ali Boba, Hansel and Gretel, Rip Van

complete ed. Only $3.98
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REMBRANDT PAINTINGS. By Horst Gerson. Over 730

The classic chil-

as Lilocs—the first emotions of love. With 35 famous poems about

examine his ortwork—his intense use of color, his extraordinary subject

rere
illus., many
Rophoel in
Orig. Pub.
254204.
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Orig. 2 Vol. Set Pub. ot $20.00. Deluxe 1 Vol. Ed. Only $4.98
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33

1 Shaw's
—

"The

5 Potato

fom

10 Military

Apple

Construction
(2 wds.)
15 Ham it up
16 Concerning

(2 wds. )
17 Kipling's
18 State

© Edward

0

1

Julius,
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Collegiate

35 Truthful
38 Loud noise
43

member

"Rikki-

Tikki-——"

9

flower

of New

Hampshire
19 Chinese border
river
20 Boxing great
21 Dwindles, as a
supply (2 wds.)
24
26
28
29
31

spoiled

Imitated

food

a banshee
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11

8 common Latin
abbreviation
9 Very proper
10 ——
station

11 Hungry

——

12

loose

On

——
Christie
Sturm ——
Drang
Santo ——
Sot's sound

55

Neither

13 Advice
21 Made double-sure
22 Wisconsin lake
25 Hungarians

52 Office note
54 Norse god (var.)
56 The

you

27 Missouri city
29 Tonto's horse

——

30

Isle

32 Some

Emerald

57 Actor Nick ——
58 Harte or Maverick
59 High-speed planes
60 Bum ——
61 Sheriff Taylor

"Gone
Wind"

Fortress
Seafood dish
Italian dish
Part of TNT
Hoodwink

Love"
7 Army officers

6 “———

the

32 Villain

college

35
36
37
39
41
43

the Mood

for

food

Periods of
relaxation
Encyclopedia parts
Levelers
Let in again
Wind instrument

40 Negated

1
2
3
4
5

With
star

Hauls

34

DOWN

Destined for
failure
Stair parts
Entangle
Geological epoch

(2 wds.)

the

(2 wds.)

45
46
47
51

23 Prohibit

CW78-4

of

19-Across (2 wds.)

44 Let

14

54

Terminus

42 Like

group

member

8

29,

Key to Nov. 1 puzzle

ACROSS

57

Nov.

a layoff

48
49

Gluttony
Former New
City mayor
—— court
Inactive

53
55

Switch
League

York

50 Cager Archibald

(abbr. )

positions
for
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HSU art instructors display ‘Insig
by Jack Adams
The works of 19 HSU art instructors

are on

display

in the

Reese

Bullen

Gallery.

The show is entitled ‘‘Insights’’ and is
this year’s edition of the annual faculty
art showing at HSU.

If the show has an underlying theme,
said Gene Miller in a recent interview,
“it would be the diversity of the instructors.”’ Miller is an HSU art major
and was involved in setting up the show.
He said some schools mandate a certain
school of thought but HSU does not.

The works on display

encompass

a

wide
range.
Among
them
are
photographs, ceramics, works shaped

traveling in the same artistic direction

from iron and aluminum and even some
examples of multi-media art which
encompass several different art forms.

as they are.
Miller said a limitation of this type of

show is that it is very difficult for an

But, Miller said, ‘‘The show is weighted

artist to choose one or two works of art

toward paintings.”
Miller said there are several benefits
of the annual showing of faculty art. One
is ‘‘a chance for the students to see what
the instructors are doing outside of the

to represent him or herself.
It is “hard to judge them as artists on

the basis of these works alone,’’ Miller
said.
Steve Daly, an associate professor of

classroom.”
Benefit to students
Another benefit of the show is that it is

art, looks at the show and asks if it
should represent HSU and the area in
general. He wonders if it communicates
the artistic direction taking place in this
area. There is talk of a traveling show
featuring work from HSU and Daly
wonders, “Will they look at Humboldt

helpful for art students who are looking
for a school to attend. Miller said the
show is ‘‘handy for students if they are

shopping

for an aesthetic

direction.”

Students can discover if there
faculty members at HSU who

are
are

and feel we are doing quality art here?”’
Miller said the Reese Bullen Gallery is

“Table Piece,” a metal and plastic sculpture

the only non-commercial gallery in the
area. There is an advantage to this
because a show can be brought in for
purely cultural reasons and there need

by Steve Daly

be no fear of the works being displayed
not selling, he said.

! “Pinball

Miller said the the Reese Bullen
Gallery is run by students, who set up

Wizard’s Dime

sculpture by David La

the current show of faculty art.

The faculty
Dec. 5.

show

will

run

through

ee

John

Hanson

Pyramid at Bret Harte’s.
Mike and Kate at the Epicurean.
Pete Rei at the Blue Moon.
Freddy
Ray
Pickering
at
Youngberg’s.
Jazz
with
Kirgo,
Moores,
Saunders and Vatcher, at the
Epicurean.
Rex Middleton Sound Solution at
the Red Lion.
Straight Shot at Stephen’s.
Disco at Old Town Bar and Grill.
The Invaders at Fat Albert’s.
Joe Jackson Band from Lake
Tahoe, at the Vance Log Cabin.
KHSU Frisbee Contest around
the fountain at Van Duzer
Theater, noon, b.y.o.f.
Film: Peter Watkins’ ‘Eduard
Munch,’”’ at 8 p.m.
in the
University Center, free.

Pyramid at Bret Harte’s.
Mark
Shilstone
at
the
Epicurean.
Sarah Maninger contemporary
folk at the Blue Moon.

“How Long Will South Africa
Survive?’’
speaker:
David
Allyn, assoc. prof., history,
Founders Hall 112, 7:30 p.m.
Open House for HSU Speech and
Hearing Center, Gist Hall 101, 4
to 8 p.m.
Freddy
Ray
Pickering
at
Youngberg’s.
Disco at Old Town Bar and Grill.
Joint Session, ‘‘reunion’’ at
Fog’s, $2.
Joe Jackson Band at the Vance
Log Cabin.
Straight Shot at Stephen’s.
Rex Middleton at the Red Lion.
Forum
on
watershed
management
in
Redwood
National Park, by Steve Veirs,

research biologist for the park, 8
p.m., Wildlife 206.
Forum on nuclear power, 8 p.m.,
UC Kate Buchanan Room.
CR Concert Band Fall Concert,
College of the Redwoods Forum
Theater, 8 p.m.
Natural Resources Career Days,
9 am. to 4 p.m., UC Kate
Buchanan Room.
Humboldt Access Project, a selfhelp
organization
for
the
physically limited, membership
meeting at 7 p.m., for info or ride
call 445-8404.
OOO

Rey

\

MOONSTONE Ht
MOUNTAINEERING
OPEN

NOW!

NEWLY

REMODELED

STORE WITH MORE SPACE AND
MORE GEAR! DROP BY AND SEE
OUR NEW STORE.

swoee
==

]

1021 H ST. BETWEEN 10TH & 11TH ARCATA
822-9471
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a

;
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A
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Straight Shot at Stephen’
Rex Middleton at the R
Prairie

Biscuit

free.
Natural Resources Caree!
see Thurs.

Film

and

Harlan’s

Speaker:
‘‘Torre

(1951) at 7:30 p.m. and
the Dragon,’’
at 10
Founders Hall.
Play:
Chekov’s
‘The
Sisters,”’ at 8 p.m. in Gi
Theater, $2.50 adults
students, limited seating
Reader’s

Theater Works

Studio Theater, call 826-:
reservations
“A Christmas

a

Disco at Old Town Bar ar

OO“

Selection

Yarns — Dyes — Needlework Supplies
Chinese Animals Ornaments
10:30 — 5:30

Carol’’

dale Little Theater, 8 p.

of Holiday Gift Making Materials

935 G st

T

Bela,”

winning documentary \
presented by Harlan, 7:3
UC Kate Buchanan Roon
Films:
“A Christmas

-

For a Good

at

Friendly Tavern.
Midnight Flyers at Mad
Rose.
Wind Ensemble perfort
8:15 p.m., Van Duzer T'

822-4269

;
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eee
Pee a ah

iron and plexiglass
assay

Craze” by Louis Marak

John

Hanson

“Aesthetic

Cultural

aight Shot at Stephen’s.
x Middleton at the Red Lion.
airie
Biscuit
at
Walt’s
iendly Tavern.
dnight Fiyers at Mad River
se.

ind Ensemble performance,
[5 p.m., Van Duzer Theater,
Pe.

tural Resources Career Days,

e Thurs.
Im
and Speaker:
Thomas
irlan’s ‘‘Torre Bela,” awardnning documentary will be
esented by Harlan, 7:30 p.m.,
> Kate Buchanan Room, free.
Ims: ‘A Christmas Carol”’
951) at 7:30 p.m. and “Enter

ep Dragon,’’
unders Hall.

ay:

at

Chekov’s

10

“The

Carol’’

at

Fern-

sco at Old Town Bar and Grill.

9
sone

new

First St., Eureka,

$2 gen., $1

students and children.
Pyramid at Bret Harte’s.
Caledonia at the Jambalaya.
Joseph at Al Capone’s.
Rob Mandell and Greg Martinez
at the Epicurean.
Jazz at Fog’s.
Joe Jackson Band at the Vance
Log Cabin.
Mark Clementi country folk at
the Blue Moon.

Three

le Little Theater, 8 p.m.

®OOOO

a

p.m.,

sters,’’ at 8 p.m. in Gist Hall
eater, $2.50 adults, $1.50
idents, limited seating.
‘ader’s Theater Workshop: at
idio Theater, call 826-3828 for

servations
. Christmas

Exchange,

program
through
YES,
is
sponsoring a potluck at the
Lutheran Church, 151 E. 16th St.,
Arcata, volleyball at 3 p.m.,
dinner at 6 p.m.
‘A Very Special Christmas,”’ at
Humboldt Cultural Center, 422

:

Mike Muldenig’s contra-dance
band, X-mas tree decorating
party, 8p.m. $1 cover at the Blue
Moon.
“A Christmas Carol, at Ferndale
Little Theater, 8 p.m.
A Dickens’ Christmas, Old
Town, Eureka, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Pyramid at Bret Harte’s.
Pacific Grass and Acoustic at
the Epicurean.
Joseph at Al Capone's.
Straight Shot at Stephen’s.
Rex Middleton at the Red Lion.
Disco at Old Town Bar and Grill.
Take Two at Fog’s.
Joe Jackson Band at the Vance
Log Cabin, $2.
Prairie
Biscuit
at
Walt’s
Friendly Tavern.
Midnight Flyers at Mad River
Rose.
The Velveteen Rabbit and other
Christmas surprises, a modern
dance performance, Van Duzer
Theater, 2 and 8 p.m., sponsored
by HSU Children’s Center.
Women’s Energy Workshop, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Women’s
Center, $4.
Films: Walt Disney’s ‘‘20,000
Leagues Under the Sea,”’ at 7:30
p.m. and Bruce Lee in ‘Enter
the Dragon,’’
at
10 p.m.,
Founders Hall.
Play: ‘‘The Three Sisters,’’ see
Fri.
Chamber Music in Fulkerson
Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m., free.
Reader's Theater Workshop, see

@

fine stringed instruments

bought sold
1027

a.m.

to

3

p.m.,

839-2569.

Betty Boop Follies, at Founders
Hall, 7:30 p.m., $1.25.
Auditions:
‘‘Otherwize
Engaged,”’ 7 to 10 p.m., call 8220826 for info.
A Christmas Carol, Sunday
matinee,
Ferndale
Little
Theater, call 786-9900 or 786-4667
for more info.

Foyer:
Margaret
Masters,
graduate student, photography,
through Dec. 12.
Reese Bullen Gallery: HSU art
faculty exhibit, through Dec. 16.
Jambalaya: silkscreen prints by
John Wesa, through Dec. 10.
Library:
Marine
mammals
exhibit, through Dec. 3.
Nelson Hall: Figure drawings by

John Anderson oldies at the Blue
Moon 5:30 - 9, Sproket’s Rockets

Prof. Robert R. Craner, through

Dec.16.
Art Center: Christmas gift
display, through Dec. 25.
Jambalaya: paintings by Jim
Welsh
through
Nov.
26,
silkscreen prints by John Wesa

9 - 1, 50 cent cover.
Disco at Old Town Bar and Grill.
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MANDOLINS

Complete Repair on All instruments
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12

Veteran’s Memorial Building,
for info. or to reserve space call

through Dec. 10.

Wildwood = canios}

3©

Stories,

p.m., no cover.

Disco at Old Town Bar and Grill.
“‘Line,”’ a one-act play, 9 p.m. at
the Jambalaya, $1.

Frit.

GUITAR

:

Sproket’s Rockets jazz at the
Blue Moon, 50 cent cover. Also
Dick & Michael dinner jazz, 7

Joseph at Al Capone’s.
Bunny Andrews at Youngberg’s.
Children’s Christmas Faire
Extravaganza,
handcrafted
toys, game
booths, music,
clowns, Santa, puppet show and

PER cae

wane

“Where hamburgers are iii special.”

bane

;
i

3

.

Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.

a

1535 G St.

8

Ai-Sa. 11 ania am.
a
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Sud Children's Christmas Fatre Extravaganza
SUNDAY DECEMBER 3 12-3 P-M-

5,000 mile ‘Earthwalk’
benefit

for wilderness’

14 & J Arcata
handcrafted toys & “stocking stuffers” @game booths

GENERAL ADMISSION 25¢
SPONSORED BY CHILDREN OF THE CENTERING PRESCHOOLS | &
AND REDWOODS CHILDREN

Passport and others to accompany with
scenes depicting stark pinacles or
desolate, glaciated landscapes. More
peaceful aspects of nature were accompanied by acoustic guitar played by
Tim Weisberg and David Walker.

by Stephen London
Two years ago, Phil and David Walker

s
@ stories
@ musice clowns @ Santa @ puppet show

II

completed a 5,000-mile journey by foot
and canoe from Anchorage, Alaska, to
the Mexican border.
On Nov. 14, an audience of 100 at the
Arcata

Community

Hardships

Center relived the

The Walkers encountered severe
hardships along the way; the extremities of weather not the least among

Walker brothers’ 14month sojourn.
Phil Walker presented the 450-slide
photographic record, ‘“‘Earthwalk,” as a
benefit for the Northcoast
Environmental Center.
The Walker Brothers’ Earth Coalition,
a media relations group formed by the
brothers, links a strong conservationist

them.

The first leg of the journey, through
Alaska to the Yukon, proved so difficult
that the brothers

causing

swim across near-freezing streams.
While in the Mojave‘ Desert, the
thermometer registered 118 degrees.

“Water was scarce, and probably hot

enough to cook an egg,” Phil said.

The most dangerous episode was the

canoe voyage from Vancouver to
Olympia, Wash. in the winter. A storm
came up in the Puget Sound, and four
paddles were lost or broken in the tur-

bulent sea.

officials of their concern.

passing.
“One slide doesn’t say

The
their
woods
found

to convey

distance

much,”

Phil

other...two environments colliding
together to form a new one.”
The tape includes moody synthesizer

by

Bo

Hanson,

Pink

far north, this entailed bushwacking
over old Indian and gold-miner trails.

STATE

UNIVERSITY

Statement

of

AND

COLLEGES

30,

AUXILIARY

ORGANIZATION

Condition

1978

Assets

Current Assets:
Cash:
On hand and in commercial
accounts
Time certificates of deposit,
treasury bill and notes
Savings accounts

Total

Cash

Marketable

(market

securities,

value

at

§

cost

)

Receivables:
Grants and contracts
Other accounts and notes
Total

It's a feeling that slowly descends upon
you. The exams, the pop tests, the required
reading, the hours at the library, the thesis—
they won't go away.
But you can. This weekend, take off, say
hello to your friends, see the sights, have a
great time. You'll arrive with money in your
pocket because your Greyhound trip doesn't

Less

allowance

Total

for

receivable

doubtful

accounts

Receivables

Receivables

from

other

funds

Inventories
Prepaid expenses and deferred
Other
(specify)
Total
current
assets
Long Term
(market

investments,
value $
)

Noncurrent

receivables

at

charges

cost

from

other

funds

If you're feeling tired, depressed and
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and split. It's a

Fixed Assets
Land
Buildings and improvements
Equipment,
furniture and fixtures
Other
(specify)
Total
Less accumulated depreciation
Total
fixed Assets

sure cure for the blahs.

Intangible

take that much out of it.

assets

Total

Greyhound Service
One
Te
Way
San Francisco $16.89
38.68
Los Angeles
15.06
Chico, Calif.
18.05
Ashland, Ore.
14.55
Mt. Shesta
Ask your agent ope

Carol Marlowe, Agent

Round
Trp
$32.09
73.49
2.61
AD
27.65
oy

Yeu Can
Leave
1:36PM
1:35 PM
7:10 AM
7:10 AM
7:10 AM

Liabilities

Vou
Asviee

645 10th St., Arcata

822-0521

DEPOSIT

6 Fund

14,022

42,754

45,587
72,363

38,200
ya, 163

$270,969

Balances

Liabilities:
Current
liabilities:

9:55PM
6:20 AM
1:05 PM
3:40 PM
1:45 PM

Conaeese and return trips.

(specify)

Assets

Bank

overdraft

Notes and contracts payable
Accounts payable
Accrued
liabilities
Payable to other
funds
Other
(specify)
Total Current

Long Term liabilities:
Noncurrent
portion of notes
and contracts payable
Annuities
Noncurrent
payables to other

Other

17,486
76,843
0+
0funds

(specify)

Total
Total
Fund

33,500
25,857

ADVANCE PMTS.
Liabilities

Long Term Liabilities
Liabilities

balances

“fetal.

Liabilities

4

Fund

Balances

|
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brothers were separated once on
journey through the Canadian
while playing hide and seek. They
each other two days later at a

bridge.
They followed seldom-traveled back
country routes whenever possible. In the

explained. ‘We added the dimension of
time by dissolving slides into each

music

nol}!

Separated

The synchronized slide-tape show uses
and

their

high. On occasion, the brothers had to

preserve these areas,
emphasizing
what the audience can do to notify public

of time

down

jackets to freeze when they stopped
moving. Sometimes the snow lay waist

needs protection.”
Environmentalist message
The environmentalist message was
imparted with an immediacy born out of
stunning visual impact. Majestic views
of the Siskiyou Mountains, the Alaskan
Wilderness,
Mount
Shasta
and the
Mojave Desert were presented with
explanations of current efforts to

impression

under

the sweat

—

1 David and P

Sub-zero temperatures were common,

posters and photographs.
“The show has one point,” Phil said.
“There’s a wilderness out there which

_the

y

up after eight

days to plan the trip more carefully.

message to their slide show, calendars,

the cross-dissolve technique

gave

'

—

2?

14
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a
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76,843
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> 822-5171
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NOW
PLAYING
THROUGH TUESDAY, DEC. 5th
2 Smash Hits

Together for the First
and Only

1 David and Phil Walker canoed to Olympia, Wash. from Vancouver.
no:
r
n

-}«

14)

The brothers
were the first to hike the
> cently opened Oregon Coast Trail,
*

i]

-ntinued from page

-imming across each river where
iet the sea.

it

They followed the Pacific Coast Trail
along the entire length of California.
A peanut butter company sponsored
the brothers and supplied an unlimited
supply of peanuts. The basic meal was
‘seven grain mush’ with dried fruit and
nuts, plus whatever natural foods they

could find, such as berries and

wild

, celery.
Ground coverage
The brothers began their journey at a

snail’s pace, with 80 pound loads in their
packs. By the end, they were covering 35
miles a day.
“We hardly had any weight. It was

like race walking
ee

in training for the

‘ympics,”’ Phil said.

411 Fifth St.

At the end of the trail, two pairs of
hiking shoes and two pairs of tennis
shoes

poorer

apiece,

the

emaciated

brothers were greeted at the Mexican
border by their parents .

Time

The story of two women whose friendship
suddenly became a matter of life and death.

“It took a while to learn to relate to

other people again. Dave and I had our
own language after awhile. It was like
telepathy. We had our own little cues.
“A lot of goals we set out to attain,
somebody would say, ‘It’s not possible.
That’s never been done before.’ Our
philosophy is if you have trust in
yourself and nature and work with her
rather than against, you’d be able to

accomplish many things within reason.”
They are currently writing a book
about their travels, also entitled
“Earthwalk,” at their home in Tahoe
City, Calif.
Next on the agenda, Phil said, is a
walk through South America.

EUREKA

O0th CENTURY-FOX Present
A RICHARD ROTH Presentation of A FRED ZINNEMANN Film

JANE FONDA

VANESSA REDGRAVE

JULIA

also

Starring

D0

we.

“The Turning Point” at 7:30

“Julia” at 9:30

[povey system

Stereophonic Sound
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FABRICS FROM MALAYSIA, CHINA, INDONESIA,
HOLLAND, ITALY, FRANCE & ENGLAND
PATTERNS BY FOLKWEAR
Leash

anaes

quality
holiday cards

Old Town,

11-5: 30

Mon.-Sat,

Suite 2-D
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A
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by Martha Webster

A valuable collection of American
Indian artifacts has emerged from
storage and is on display in the HSU
library.
The items on display representa
cross-section of baskets collected by the
late Elsie Starritt Hover and her family.
ted are storage baskets,
eating bowls and spoons, sifting trays, @
baby’s basket and food preparation
items, such as mortars and pestles.
Other artifacts in the collection, such as
jewelry and ceremonial objects, will be
displayed in the future.
Hover, part Karuk Indian, was born
and raised in the Orleans area. Some of
the baskets were made or collected by
her mother, Julia Starritt, and her
grandmother, Emma Pearch. Elsie
son, Lee Hover, and her sister,
Hover’s

1507 G ST. ARCATA _
NOW

Mrs. P.L. Young, also collected some of
the artifacts over the years.
HSU graduate

IN STOCK

ART OF JAPANESE JOINERY Kiyosi Seike
Florence Strange
ROCK-A-BYE WHALE
PYRAMID
GREAT
THE
SECRETS OF

8.95
7.95

Mrs. Hover graduated from HSU
around 1925 with a teaching credential.
Lee Hover said she used the baskets in
her grade school classes.
“She used to show the kids how the
materials were gathered, prepared and
woven and she’d show them the finished
baskets,” Hover said.

Tompkins

8.95

Mrs.
Trinity

Herr

3.95

EUGENE

Engdahli

Lee

POEMS

Susan
Rita Mae

ETCETERA
SIX OF ONE

Peter

Sontag
Brown

Michael

DISPATCHES

NORTHTOWN BOOKS
957 H STREET ARCATA
822-2834

/

1.00

8.95
9.95

Hover taught in Humboldt,
and Siskiyou counties for 32

Her son believes she was
years.
teaching the sixth grade at Grant School
in Eureka just before she passed away.
Lee Hover said he and his wife, Helen,
decided

to loan

the

baskets

NOV. 29 THRU

to

HSU

because his mother was a graduate and
because they felt the baskets would be of
educational value to persons studying
Indian culture and art, and

motocross

library

on loan to HSU

20 % off fabric with this coupon
320 2nd Street

basket collection

os
a

DEC. 2

that they

would be appreciated by all. He said
there was some delay in getting the
collection displayed because of insurance and other technicalities.

Jack Norton, coordinator of ethnic
studies, was chosen to be curator of the
collection. He said there were problems
getting together with the Hovers to set
up the collection because everyone
involved has been busy.
Patricia Frischer, gallery director at
HSU, was mostly responsible for
arranging the display. The Hovers and
Norton were there to assist and said they
are very pleased with the result.

Hover said some of the baskets are
from the late 1800s and early 1900s. Not
all of the artists have been identified but
Hover said he knows a person who
recognizes the work of different people
and he is trying to have her look at the
baskets to identify the artists.

Norton said that descriptions of the
baskets to accompany the display are
not yet completed but will be mounted
soon.
Stored five years

He said the display case in the library
was built specially to house the
collection, which has been stored at HSU
for

about

five

years.

Because

important to have maximum security
= storage conditions for display, he

said.
“Some of the baskets are priceless,”
Norton
said.
‘‘They
couldn’t
be

replaced.”
Hover

agrees

that

much

of

the

collection is irreplacable.
(Continued on next page)

SAVE 10%

bikes and supplies, rain gear,

wool clothing, and much, much more. Use

their convenient lay-away plan to buy that
Christmas gift now. Master Charge and

the

collection is worth about $30,000, it is

650 TENTH ST ARCATA
OPEN 10-6 MON-SAT
822-2204

Visa welcome.
Open Friday nights till 9 until Christmas
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29,
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“People don’t have the time or the
knowledge to do that kind of work

anymore,” he said.

Hover said the collection is on loan to

HSU until 1983. He thinks the display will
probably be changed twice a year until
all the artifacts have been displayed.
Norton feels that the educational
value of the collection is such that the

display shouldn’t be changed too often.
“It’s something that doesn’t lose it’s
interest value,"’ he said. ‘‘It takes time
to appreciate the different
weaves and patterns.”

Calico

styles,

though

Native

II?

/7ON THE PLAZA

Norton said there are several classes
available

Cat

American

studies and the art department for
persons who are interested in studying
Indian art and culture and learning
more about the collection.

DEPRESSION
PRICES
HAPPY HOUR 6-7 p.m.
Hanson

$30,000 collection of American Indian

John

Artifacts loaned to HSU until 1983 by
Elsie Starritt Hover and her family.

The

Fellowships

Committee

to minorities

on

Institutional

support will be provided by the doctoral

Cooperation
has
established
two
fellowship programs designed to increase the representation of minority
group members among those who hold

candidate’s institution as long as normal
progress towards the Ph.D. is made.
Anyone who has received a bachelor’s
degree by September, 1979 is eligible to
apply for the 1979 competition.
The deadline for application is Jan. 15,
1979. A one-step application procedure
combines application for the fellowship
with application for admission to any of
the CIC universities on a single form.
Anyone desiring detailed information

doctorates

offered

10:30-11 p.m.

~

On display in the library is part of the

in the social sciences and

humanities.
The program will provide 25 two-year
fellowships ini the social sciences and ten
in the humanities
for the 1979-80
academic year.
Recipients of the fellowships may use
them at any one of the 11 CIC Midwestern universities, provided they are
accepted for admission to graduate
study.
The fellowships provide full tuition
plus a stipend of $4,000 for each of two
academic years. Two additional years of

SS

about either fellowship program should
write to: CIC Minorities Fellowships
Program, Kirkwood Hall 111, Indiana
University, Bloomington, Indiana 47401.
Between September 15 and January
15, applicants from outside Indiana may
call 800-457-4420, toll free, between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. EST for information.

¢éGato

Calico

Dos?

oo
foie
RING bay rhs

GORE-TE

650 TENTH ST ARCATA
OPEN 10-6 MON-SAT
622-2204

To celebrate the recent expansion of their
store. Save 10% off the regular price of
everything in the store this Wednesday
thru Saturday. This includes 10 speed
bicycles, down clothing, cross country skis,

—
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VESTS JUST LIKE

YOU SAW IN
‘THE IMMIGRANT’|
$5

Nov.

29,
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Dance

program

207efts center
to benefit the HSU
A dance production

to $10

Children’s Center
the John Van Duzer
2 and 8 p.m.
“The Velveteen
Christmas Gifts,”
modern jazz and

will be performed in
Theater Saturday at
Rabbit and Other
features five light,
improvisation pieces

including ‘‘Oh My Child,’’ in which five

Calico Cat Il
108 F Street
Old Town, Eureka
OPEN EVERY DAY
SUNDAYS: noon to 3

Hanson

children from the HSU Children’s
Center, Jacoby Creek School and
Centering School dance with their
parents to illustrate their mutual joy.
Admission at the door is $1.25 for
children under 12, $2.50 general and
$1.75 for students with school ID. Advance tickets are 25 cents
less at these
outlets:
The Recordworks, University Ticket

Office and Northtown Books in Arcata;

Fireplace Books and The Recordworks
in Eureka.

John

18

(on floor) and Narda Beas prepare for the performance
Center.
of “Waiting for Santa,” a dance production to benefit HSU’‘S Childrens’
Cheryl Ziedrich

JIM NICHOLS,

1 HUNDREDS OF

of cases, however, burning or irritation

THOUSANDS
OF WOMEN
USE ENCARE OVAL:

4

Encare Oval™ was introduced to Ameri-

has been experienced by either or both
partners. If this occurs, use should be
discontinued.

EASIER TO INSERT
THAN
A TAMPON.

can doctors in November 1977. Almost
immediately, it attracted widespread physician and patient attention.

The Encare Oval™ is smooth and small, so

Today, Encare Oval is being used by

it inserts quickly and easily—without an
applicator. There's none of the bother of
aerosol foams and diaphragms. No
device inside you. No pill to remember

hundreds of thousands of women, and
users surveyed report overwhelming sat-

isfaction. Women using Encare Oval say
they find it an answer to their problems

every day. Simply use as directed when

with the pill, |UD's, diaphragms, and aerosol foams.

you need protection.

You can buy Encare Oval whenever you

EFFECTIVENESS
ESTABLISHED IN
CLINICAL TESTS.

3

Encare Oval™ was subjected to one of the
most rigorous tests ever conducted for a

need it...it’s available without a prescription. And each Encare Oval is individually wrapped to fit discreetly into your

pocket or purse.

BECAUSE ENCARE OVAL

IS INSERTED IN ADVANCE,

vaginal contraceptive. Results were

IT WON'T

excellent—showing that Encare Oval
sperm-killing protection. This recent U.S.

INTERRUPT

Since there's no mess or bother, Encare

report supports earlier studies in Europeart laboratories and clinics.

Oval gives you a measure of freedom
many contraceptives can't match.

Each Encare Oval insert contains a pre-

The hormone-free Encare Oval. Safer for

cise, premeasured dose of the potent,

sperm-killing agent nonoxynol 9. Once

your system than the pill or IUD. Neater

properly inserted, Encare Oval melts and
tly effervesces, dispersing the sperm-

traceptives. So effective and easy to use

and simpler than traditional vaginal conthat hundreds of thousands have already

killing agent within the vagina.
The success of any contraceptive

found it—quite simply—the preferred

contraceptive.
©1978 Eaton-Merz Laboratories, Inc.

method depends on consistent and
accurate use. Encare Oval™ is so conve-

Norwich, New York 13815

nient you won't be tempted to forget it.
And so simple to insert, it's hard to make
a mistake.

If pregnancy poses a special risk for you,
your contraceptive method should be se-

lected after consultation with your doctor.

NO HORMONAL
SIDE EFFECTS.
Encare Oval” is free of hormones,
so it
cannot create hormone-related health
problems—like strokes and heart
attacks—that have been linked to the pill.
And, there is no hormonal disruption of
your menstrual cycle.
Most people find Encare

Oval completely satisfactory. In a limited number

=)
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Humboldt State’s basketball program under way
A

Upcoming games

|
Monday, Dec. 4 St. Mary’s College

away

Wednesday, Dec. 20 Eastern Oregon State College

here

Friday, Dec. 8 Southern Oregon

here

Thursday, Dec. 21 Eastern Oregon State College

here

Wednesday, Dec. 27 California Baptist

here

Saturday, Dec. 9 Oregon Institute
&

ty

of Technology

here

New

Arrivals!

LORD OF THE RINGS
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
GAMES & MINIATURES

Specializing in radio controlled planes,
We also carry:

racing

STRATEGY GAMES
TRAINS
ROCKETS

COORS DISTRIBUTING
CO.

boats

and

PLASTIC MODELS
COMPLETE LINE OF
HARDWARE & PAINT

HOBBY

HOUSE

320 SECOND STREET, EUREKA

EUREKA,CA.
Hours:

11:00-5:30

cars

Monday-Saturitis

19

—

20
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outlook for HSU baseball team
with Ken Snyder up at bat as coach

New

is the
of the

to use

classified ads!

by Eric Wiegers
State’s

Humboldt

team

baseball

recently suffered an identity crisis with
the news of head Coach Hal Myers
resigning and the possibility of the team

losing the field on which it plays.

Well, the team seems to be on the road

to recovery with the appointment of last

year’s assistant coach, Ken Snyder, to

the position of head coach for the 1979
season.

Last year, the
uninspiring year
with an 18-22
complaints from

art supplies
photo supplies

Lumerjacks played an
closing out the season
record. There were
the players that Hal

Myers was not the man the team wanted

as coach. There was also some conflict
between Snyder and players. However,
‘‘This year

an optimistic Snyder said,

epi
x
r
repros
a

we have a group that is more interested
in playing than in the past. This is the
kind of feeling that hasn’t been at

i
ceramics

Snyder is the instructor for a course
offered to prospective baseball players

a

Humboldt for a while.

cards

coach Ken Snyder
any new plans for the coming season,
Snyder replied, “We are going to try and
be a more defensive team this year.’’ He

in joining the team.

1507 G ST. ARCATA.
822-9564
Ca.

MMR

RE

ee

Snyder

Area,

rigid offense too.”
That not only means listening to the
coach and reading the signals correctly.

said he

talked to several junior college players
about coming to Humboldt. He is hopeful
that two pitchers he talked to will decide
to come here for the season.

Se

ee

oe

oe

ee

ie

ee

ee

Oe

This year will prove to be a long
season for the Lumberjacks. Last year
the team played 15 practice games and
18 league games. This year the season
gets off to an early start on Feb. 2. The
team will play 16 practice games and 36
league games. To say the least, it will be
a grueling year, win or lose.

added, ‘‘ And we hope to have a more

“This is the best turn-out at Humboldt
in a long time,” said Snyder.
Recently back from a trip to the San

Bay

Above all, however, Snyder
emphasizes that team spirit is the most
important thing.

When asked if he would implement

field. About 32 people are enrolled and of
those Snyder says most show an interest

Fransisco

are going to try and be a more defensive team,” says new head baseball

"We

at 2 every afternoon on the baseball

gifts

Mara Segal

& finishing

“We want to stress the fundamentals,
the execution plays. The basics like
bunting. Learning these is important.”

ee

BOB’S
ARMY — NAVY
5th and B,
Eureka
443-9757
across from Denny’s
Open

7 days a week

NEW IN THE STORE cooceccoccoot
J 000000000000
x Dittos
For the ladies-* *& * & & & Tops
* Pants

RT PIZZA SANDWICH

For the very rugged w *& # # Unjeans

3

i.

Huge selection of jackets, thermals, socks
boots and pants sewn from pre-washed canvas

aj

25)

OFF REGULAR PRICE

RT

‘

PIZZA

SANDWICH

i
i

"

a

Our new open-face sandwich features The Round Table’s pizza sauce, melted

8
i
H

cheese, pepperoni, sausage, and beef...all on a savory French roll and served

bubbling hot! Fresh, fast, and delicious...only at The Round Table.

at the lowest prices in the area.

Round Fable

822-5158

PIZZA RESTAURANTS
Expiration Oeste:

© 1977 Round Table Franchise
Corp

Dec.

14

:

H

Bi

Everything you need to stay dry and warm... §

Valley West Shopping Center

ae
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by Eric Wiegers

Humboldt State basketball team gets ball
bouncing in right direction

Cosentino said his team played a better defensive game
Saturday. Senior Travis Baily dominated the backboard
pulling down 13 rebounds.

The Humboldt State University basketball team opened

The high scorer for Friday’s game, Roy Lovell, did not
play Saturday. He was off getting married.

its season this year with a pair of home victories against
visiting College of Notre Dame.

On Friday night the ‘Jacks soundly beat the fighting
Irish 77-60. Humboldt went into the lockers at half time
sporting a 14-point lead. The Lumberjacks were able to
advance that lead to 20 points and hold it for the rest of the
second half.
“We showed signs of consistency for the first 30
minutes,” said Coach Jim Cosentino of his team. ‘‘We could
have a pretty good year if we improve on our mistakes,”’ he

concluded.
The top scorer for HSU Friday night was transfer
student Rory Lovell. Lovell poured in 19 points for the night
and grabbed eight rebounds.

Lovell is regarded as probably the most highiy recruited
player to ever attend HSU. While playing two years for

Cypress College in Orange County, Lovell helped to lead his
team to two state playoffs and managed to pick up several
individual honors as well. Coach Cosentino says Lovell, at

6’8”’, adds some valuable height to the team this year.
Another top scorer for the ‘Jacks Friday night was
Daryl Westmoreland, another transfer player from San Jose

City

College.

Westmoreland

scored

12

points.

Coach

Cosentino explains, ‘‘Daryl’s shooting was a big factor in
making Notre Dame come out of its zone and go to a man-toman defense.”’ Westmoreland is considered by Cosentino as
one of the best outside shooters the team has ever had.
Saturday night the ‘Jacks faced Notre Dame again,
beating them 74-53. Humboldt’s season record now stands at
2-0.

The high point man for the Lumberjacks Saturday night
was 6’7” forward Ray Beer, a transfer student from
Anaheim. Beer had 18 points for the night followed by junior
guard Bob Diaz putting 17 points on the board.
ete,
* ‘0,00. 0.0.¢.@.

Po%e%e?
rete%e? 28'g*,°,0,0,9,9,0.9.9,
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The basketball team is idle until next Monday when it
travels to Moraga, Calif. to face St. Mary’s College. St
Mary’s finished the season last year with a 14-14 record.
HSU

finished with a 18-10 record.

HSU wrestling team scrapes out one victory,
gets pinned twice
Humboldt State’s wrestling team got off to a good start
this weekend defeating California State Stanislaus Friday
26-11. That victory put the mat men in first place in the Far
Western Conference with a 1-0 record.
The team’s overall record advanced to 1-1, but was soon
shot down when the team went on Saturday to wrestle
against Bakersfield and the UCLA Bruins.
Humboldt lost to UCLA 28-10. The only two winners for
HSU were Mike Fredenburg winning his match 11-0 on a
decision and Tom Pender, who pinned his opponent in just 26
seconds to win that match.
Against Bakersfield, the battle was a little harder fought
as at one point Humboldt lead 15-3. But Bakersfield, the
NCAA Division II champions last year, came back in the last
match to win.
Again, there were only a few victorious Humboldt
wrestlers. It was Fredenburg winning his match on a
decision and Steve Zhender and Keith Hawks both pinning
their opponents to win those matches.
Coach Frank Cheek said he was not disappointed with
the two losses. He said his team gave Bakersfield a good
fight and that a lesson was learned. The HSU team will have
a chance to put what they learned into practice as they take
to the road again facing Lindfield College and Pacific
University on Friday, then competing in a tournament at

°,

BASKETBALL

OF THE WEEK

PLAYER

Rory Lovell
6’8”

205 ibs.

Junior

Forward
No. 32
Rory led the team with

19 points

and 8 rebounds in the 77—60 win
over College of Notre Dame.
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Winter driving?

Safety tips for vacation traveling

Thesis, resumes, letters, etc.
By the hour or by the page.
Daytime phone: 725-9361
After 5 p.m.: 725-3547

With the holidays coming on, many
students will be going home for the
quarter break. This means driving in
inclement weather or on icy or snow
covered highways.
The University Police Department
lists the following steps for safer winter

Jimmy!
Hunky hopes you
have one helluva

happy day & enjoy

driving:

—It should be an ingrained habit with
all drivers to get the ‘feel’ of the road
(and the car) when starting out, or when
conditions change. This means accelerating carefully to see if your wheels

your stay on earth

(and I thought it
was too warm to

spin, or braking gently to see if they

slide. When you find the skid point,
reduce your speed and extend your
following distances accordingly.

snow!)

your

how

also

—Note

brakes

are

operating. Water, overnight moisture,
or the need for adjustment can cause
slipping, grabbing brakes that can
throw you out of control.

—Pump your brakes to slow or stop—
don’t

jam

them

on.

An

intermittent

pumping action keeps the wheels rolling
and a rolling wheel has better braking

power and helps to maintain steering
control.
—Increase

the

following

distances

when conditions deteriorate.
three to nine times as far to stop
or ice as on dry pavement.
—Have good tires with good
Better yet, use snow tires which

It takes
on snow
treads.
provide

half again as much pulling power in
snow as regular tires. Studded snow
tires (used in areas and during times
permitted) offer still more help on icy

surfaces.

—Always carry reinforced tire chains
in the trunk of your car during severe
snow and ice conditions. They provide
snow and ice as regular tires.
—Keep your windshield and windows
clear at all times.
your

windshield

state, there are more people

Brownouts?
In California?
Well, not really, not yet. But
over the next 10 or 15 years electric
shortages are inevitable...unless
more power plants can be built.
Even though all of us continue

to conserve electricity, power needs

are expected to double by 1999.

needing homes and jobs and other
things that depend on electricity.
And the law requires that PG&E
provide adequate electric service

for everyone.
It takes five to ten years or
more to bring a new power plant

into service, so it’s important that

we start now. But governmental

approvals of all kinds are needed

to build these new power plants.
And the approval process has

slowed down so much that it may

cause power shortages in the 1980's.
Faster action is needed.
OSI

CPO

S

EON arene
SSS

nrewmaeeeoanemaannrnare

At the same time, no one can
afford to cut back on con servation. We
must all conserve electricity in every

way we can.

We don’t like to be the ones
to tell you about the possibility of
shortages. But not telling you the
facts would be a greater disservice.
If you have any questions, we'd
like to hear from you. Just write:
PG&E, P.O. Box 3728, San Francisco,
CA 94106.
To keep things running in the 1980's,
we must begin new power plants today.

PGE

washer

tains adequate anti-freeze.

NONSENSE,
PAMELA.
THISISA
BLACKOUT.

Because California’s still a growing

Replace

streaking

wiper blades gone dead from exposure
to sun, wind and oily road film. Be sure

OH, STANLEY,
YOU CALIFORNIANS
ARE SO
ROMANTIC.

traction on

four to seven times as much

solution

con-

Wednesday,

RIDE NEEDED

Send your holiday

EARN
EXTRA
MONEY
while
helping
others
with
Neo-Life’s
natural food supplements, household
products, cosmetics and food storage
Products.
Investment
only
$20.

in the

Training

provided.

Call

Lumberjack classifieds!

PI SRO

11-29

‘

RRR

CLASSIFIED AD DEADLINE — 5 PM FRIDAY
LUMBERJACK OFFICE -- NELSON HALL 6

e
«

PHOTOGRAPHS—
Color landscape
and wildlife prints by Thomas Forsyth. Excellent gifts for Christmas.
On sale at —
Christmas Crafts

Faire, Dec. 4-8

ini

auarae

11-29

ie cee

OLY Meic
a

W219

ELECTRIC

TYPEWRITER: Automatic carriage
control. Pica type. With carrying

case. One year old.
retired.

amis.

$150.

BICYCLES
$89.

Also

equipment
Wanted:

Excellent

— TEN-SPEED:
Campagnolo

&

&

126

%

LEARN

class

'
CLEAN
DISHES,
floors,
bathrooms, etc. If you and roommates hate to clean, | can help. 7
Call Floi, 839-3588.
1-29

1

75° for 25 words or less

i

pay.

2-14

you

time

Park

Write

Lane,

75231.

WANTED
—

American

Suite

Get the

Pre-register

want.

club

meetings,

or

parties

127,

Banana

eintainae:

no

RENEW

excellent

Service,

any

Third

TX

Street,

Split.

YOUR

one

ENERGY!

&

Eureka

Fantasy

Art

&

Marty
Ink

by

iS
a
a
8

a

i
Lumberjac
k reference only: .

&
a

Name:

if

Address:

re
a
a
Ea

Sold by:

t

Date(s) to run;

|

‘

SSeS

Paid [_}

All ads must be paid in advance
eSB

ee

eee

ee

eee

24- 12 oz. bottles...$2.99

Schwartz
Chuck

a

a

=

YOUR FAVORITE
SODA POP
FLAVORS AT
LOWEST PRICES!
(by the case only)

Iffland
eeaceanenceseocg

mrclAlGcls\ aaa cle.

by

A

12-6

Shiatsu

lable

Pottery

§

gz

per

11-29

EY mre .
&

Limit

2290.

Oise:

Paraphernalia

822-

also

class begins Dec.4, 5, 6, from 7 to 9:30
p.m.
Yin-Yang
Theory
will
be
discussed. East.West Center. 445.

8350

Dallas,

service

Cream
Parlor, Jacoby Storehouse,
Arcata, and get 50 cents off on any

IM.

—

Equipment

. Call Films- To-Go,
ao
r

5-9

321

a

DANCING!

MOVIES AND CARTOONS for rent.

131

at home

es wa poe]

In-

TAKE THIS AD to Gold Ruan ce @

Work

aan

12.6 §

TEACH OVERSEAS!
fields, all
levels.
For details, Ali send
self:

necessary

Ree
Use this handy coupon

NOW. Eight-week courses start midJan., Arcata-Eureka. Call Melanie,
a
822. 2665 or 822-6161.
12-6
a

j

MEDIATELY!

race

BELLY

Clinic.

Door

occasion.

experience

oo Angeles, Calif. 90025. (213) -

z
a

X

ADDRESSERS

bike.

677-3952.

terested? 822-2957.

CA 92112.

839-

$59 &

professional

10-speed.

“

addressed, stamped, long envelope
to: Teaching, Box 1049, San Diego,

Individual
cond.

at

snseeeeeennenne= COUPON

ere

ee

49° off 1 CASE

ger

POP

FACTORY

S

regular or sugar pies

f mors,
tax

ne we
per purchase, per customer.
t penn-e QupON Expires 12/15/78

Check the low WINE
BEER

'

prices.

in returnable Bottles

in24 bottle cases only *

r

q

PI ZZ. ARIA

AND ITALIAN DELICATESSEN
1563

”G” St.
Hours:

11 a.m. - 10 p.m. (Fri. & Sat. ‘til 12)
* Sandwiches
¥* Pizza

Olympia...$5.72

Coors...$5.99

Budweiser...$6.09

Millers...$6.21

Sth & J St

AC

irae

Arcata

Dining room

Send $1

ACTIVE? Want information about
current birth contro! methods? Get
some straight answers Wed., 6-8

For

ase

best offer. Larry, 822-9298.

p.m.,

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!

for your 256-page, mail order catalog
of Collegiate Research. 10,250os
listed. Prompt delivery. Box 25907-B,

SEXUALLY

YOU

ARE

-— 23

_poccccocncece

a
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FREE PUPPIES! Please give them
eaernet Collie-shepard-lab mix. 822-

Cole

Harris, 443-8274.

29,

KONICHIWA— American friends
will have a traditional Japanese meal
for Japanese visitors. Miso sushi
takuan bancha. Call for reservations,
445-2290. Saturday, Dec. 2.
11-29

winter quarter. Must arrive at 8 a.m.,
leave at 5p.m. Share gas and os
822-3743, eves.

greetings
next week

from Arcata to CR

Nov.

5 - 9:30.
* Spinach Pie

% Orders to Go
Closed Mondays

TN re

Hilfiker Lane
(off South

EI
er

101)

Eureka
(

* All prices plus tax and deposit.

ae
t
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os
at ‘the heart of things
Attorney

a

Small town lawyer has big reputation
in San Francisco don’t get anywhere,”

by Stephen London

James McKittrick is a native Arcatan
with a big reputation, but what that
reputation is depends on who you talk to.
Locals are likely to identify the name
with a series of well-publicized local
murder trials, such as the trial of Jerry
Lee Clifton of the Death
Riders
motorcycle

gang

in 1970 and

the 1965

Donald Peterson trial. In both cases,
Defense

Attorney

James

McKittrick

won an acquittal for his client.
Feminists accuse him of being
highly paid defender of rapists.

a

Some

he said.
After four years as a prosecutor with
the District Attorney’s office in Eureka,
he switched to private practice, in
particular criminal law and personal
damage cases. He finds more drama
and significance in criminal trials than

in other legal practices.
“It’s not just the money. Something
really important is happening,” he
explained. ‘‘People’s lives are at stake.”
False impression
McKittrick said many people have a

have accused him of using courtroom
procedure

irregularities

to

try

squeezing his clients out of a rap on a
technicality.
Partisanship
aside,
McKittrick’s record is very successful.
Other fields
The

46-year-old

reputation

in fields

to

another

That’s

acquittal for William in a 1972 appeal
trial in Eureka. Within a year his client
was convicted of killing two people in
Orland.
“You can imagine how I felt after
that,” he said.
The recollection prompted him to

remark, “I don’t think people in really

: James

serious cases are inclined to tell their
lawyers they’re guilty. I think generally
a guilty person will maintain his in-

McKittrick

at Arcata High. His mother was HSU

registrar

McKittrick played basketball and
baseball for Arcata High. In 1950, he
began college at the University of the
Pacific in Stockton, switching to HSU
the following year. He majored in social
admits

surgeon.

people in Susanville. McKittrick won an

Duzer Theater now stands. His father
.was a history teacher and football coach

to

receiving

terrible grades.
Law school

Enrolling in law school was something
of a whim. He graduated from Hastings
Law School in San Francisco in 1957.
After six months in the National Guard
and six more in a San Francisco court,
he was ready to come home.

“‘It looked like there were a lot of big
fish down there. An awful lot of lawyers

false impression of his income.
“In many

months, I don’t make

the

$10,000 overhead on running the office,”
he said.
‘I think I probably make more money
than the public defender, but I have
more ulcers too.”
In an interview

several

ago,

weeks

McKittrick was asked about what he
sees as his duties to the public.
“I think I do enough
of a public service
on my end by keeping innocent people
out of jail,”’ he responded.
“I think I can make a difference, and
I’m not sure that environmental lawyers
can.”’

McKittrick said the attorney stands
ethically in the shoes of the client, doing

whatever the client would do if he had

sad,

as a private

discussing the William Tidwell trial.
Tidwell and his brother, Robert, were
sentenced to death for murdering three

and has two children. His second wife,
Delores, is a 1974 HSU graduate and a
Certified Public Accountant.
He grew up in a house where Van

of his feelings, then our whole system is
in trouble.”

as good

Client innocence

attending classes when he has time.
McKittrick has been divorced once

It continued, “If an attorney can’t
defend a man the best he can, regardless

the ability. He considers this to be a
justification for plea bargaining, the

Another ethical question arose while

ac-

his mind as to the guilt or innocence of a
client and refuse
to defend him,” he was
quoted to have said.

McKittrick said that legal assistance
must be a commodity, like clothing or
cars, with degrees of quality depending
on the price.
Drawing an analogy, he said, “A
doctor in a general clinic is probably not

set up.”

complishment, a third degree black-belt
in akido, a martial art similar to judo.
He has practiced akido for 11 years, still

and

to do it.”

me to envision how such a system can be

The certificates on his office wall from

sciences

cor-

in Bend, Ore.,

than

a

frequented a pool hall near the Arcata
attest

from

law,

other

has

Theater in his younger days.
Society

earth

Why should a lawyer hustle to get ahead

before ultimately losing 8-5. McKittrick

Ki

planet

porations. It’s an area for experts, he
said, and that counts him out.
Charity
“I’ve done charity work before. I
never got a dime for the Peterson case.
But I don’t feel any great responsibility

what money is for.
“‘We have money to exchange values.

last year, he chalked up a 5-3 lead over
16-time U.S. champion Luther Lassiter

the

defending

if they’re all equally paid. It’s probably
better if we can have a system where
that’s not true, but it’s awfully hard for

lawyer

however.
At a pool tournament

He was referring back to a previous
comment on the economic difficulties of

nocence.
“If he’s going to do his job, an attorney
has to believe in the justice of his cause.
Otherwise, an innocent man who appears to be guilty could not get a fair
trial

”

McKittrick said he has left cases when

convinced of his client’s guilt.
“But I think you should be absolutely
convinced. If he can’t get a fair trial
because you won’t defend him, who

will?” he said.

Sensitive issue
The sensitivity of the issue is best
exemplified by McKittrick’s own apparent about-face. In the Arcata Union

last January, he argued the other side.

controversial practice of offering the
accused an incentive to plead guilty to a
lesser crime.

“It’s misunderstood, and that’s very
The
the
the
one

because

it’s absolutely

essential.

public is under the impression that
D.A. is able to charge accurately in
first instance. But he’s only heard
side of it. He hears more and more of

the other side as the case goes on. Very
often, he’s a fool if he doesn’t change his
position.
Bargaining
“If you don’t do some bargaining and
settle these cases, you’re going to have
trials backed up. Justice has to fall in

the face of pragmatism.

If it doesn’t

have pragmatism in it, it’s going to turn
quickly into a totalitarian system.”
McKittrick’s comments on rape are
unlikely
to mollify
his
feminist
detractors.
“I’ve handled several woman hitchhiking cases. As far as I’m concerned,

women

shouldn’t

hitchhike,

because

they’ll very likely get raped.”

He said that frequently a man picks up
a female hitchhiker with the impression
she’s really out there for another kind of
pick-up.

“A woman who thinks she’s going to
be murdered surrenders herself to a
man who thinks she is playing the
classic American

sex game

of refusal

and surrender.
I think a lot of people are
getting roped in and convicted of rape
who are not guilty of it.”
McKittrick said outlawing sex with a

hitchhiker on the first meeting might not
be as ludicrous as it sounds. Perhaps it
could act as a deterrent to both rapes
and unjust rape convictions, he
suggested.
“What I try to
about myself, is
thing, cut out
oratory. Juries

do, at
to go
the
and

least I believe this
to the heart of the
bullshit and the
judges appreciate

An attorney has no right to make up

Less consumption to reduce waste
“Reduce,

by Katy Muldoon
reuse and recycle’

are

Another objective is to encourage all

recycling program sponsored by Youth

of the departments on campus to use
recycled paper and to do all of their
printing on white paper. Colored paper

Educational Services.
Auerbach
is launching

is not easily -ecycled.
The Arcata Community

words

to live by, according

Auerbach,

the

new

educational program

to Mitch

director

of
a

the
new

dealing with the

ethics of recycling
and the concept
of

reducing waste and unnecessary

con-

tion.
The YES recycling program
is
working in cooperation with the Arcata
Community Recycling Center although
they are independent of one another.
“We want to better facilitate our role
in the community,”
Auerbach
said
some of the goals which
when describing
he and his volunteers are striving for
this year.
Among the plans for making recycling

a more viable objective for students
living off-campus is to set up ‘‘minidepots” at all Arcata apartment compléxes, supermarkets and shopping
centers.

Recycling

Center has recycling bins for paper set
up in various locations at HSU.

Auer-

soft

drink

bach would like to establish bins for
aluminum recycling in all buildings on
campus,

especially

near

new attitude toward recycling.”
Recycling ethic

Aside
amount
students,
education

from increasing the actual
of recycling done by HSU
Auerbach emphasized
the
of students and community

members to a “recycling ethic.” He
would like to have volunteers work with
the children involved in some of the
other YES programs and also promote
recycling education in the primary and

machines.
In past years students have been able

secondary schools in the area.

formerly the YES house. This depot is no
longer in use, pending demolition of the
house.
Auerbach feels that the loss of this
depot is not a setback to the recycling
program as it was merely a duplication
of the service that the Arcata Community Recycling Center already offers.
‘We don’t see ourselves as garbagémen,” Auerbach said. Instead he
would. like to ‘‘encourage.and foster. a

unnecessary consumption may be even

to recycle their garbage at House

57,

Auerbach stressed the
teaching people to reduce

idea that
waste and

more important than teaching people to
recycle. Less consumption produces less
waste, which is one of the primary
concerns of the recycling ethic, he said.

Volunteers and new ideas are always
needed. Interested students may attend
a meeting of the YES recycling group

Bottles and cans at the YES house wait

House 57) or contact Mitch Auerbach at

to be recycled.

(held every Thursday at 5:00 p.m. in

the YES House...

